Ben Leuty Celebrating Second Anniversary
At Punch
August 27, 2009
LONDON,
UK (RPRN)
08/27/09 —
Ben Leuty,
an Account
Manager at
PR
Company
Punch

punch communications
Communications, will be celebrating his second year as part of the agency’s team in the coming
weeks.
As the very first appointment by founders Pete and Emma Goold, Ben has been part of Punch
throughout its rapid growth over that last two years, which has included an entire office relocation
and the further addition of 5 new members to its team.
Ben has progressed from the role of an Account Executive to an Account Manager over this
period, taking on prominent roles on major accounts within the agency. Ben has consistently
achieved high quality coverage on behalf of his clients, a highlight being recognition on the BBC

Breakfast News in 2008, and has also been integral to the company’s search engine optimisation
(SEO) development.
Ben said: “It has been a fulfilling journey for me at Punch Communications so far, and I am
focused on the continuation of my personal development, and also the development of the
company as a whole.
“With our capabilities in social media and SEO we are making great progress and are constantly
looking to grow in size. It has been great to be part of the evolution of Punch, and we are aiming
to achieve more of the same in the future.”
The most prominent part of Ben’s experience is in the field of automotive PR, where he has
developed a plethora of key relationships with journalists across the automotive sector. He has
also worked on accounts in the education, sports and technology sectors.
Managing Director, Pete Goold, commented: “Ben has been a true asset to Punch since the start
of his career with us, and always gives 100% on behalf of all of his clients. He is a true asset to
the Punch team.”
Punch Communications has progressed in leaps and bounds over the past two years. Having
developed its proficiency in the field of PR 2.0, the agency has been able to use new methods of
communication such as social media and SEO to successfully promote its clients online as well
as offline.
For more information, please visit punchcomms.com, or call 01858 411 600.
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